INTRODUCTION
Composite reservoir is the reservoir that involves two regions with different properties (the rock-oriented one and the fluid-oriented one), namely, the inner region and the outer one which are separated by a discontinuous interface. There have been many foreign and domestic researches in the area of composite reservoir.
Reference1 built seepage flow models of composite reservoir. Also it studied pressure drop, transient behavior and transient pressure analysis of composite reservoir. Reference 2 studied the equation of pressure diffusion in radically composite reservoirs by the application of Green function, Fourier transform and Laplace transform and has given a general method to solve the class of equations. Since seepage flow models of composite reservoir usually can be transformed into BVPs of composite modified Bessel equation, so Reference 3 studied the BVP of second-order composite linear homogeneous composite modified Bessel equation. It studied the similar structure of the solution and put forward a new method for solving this class boundary value problem. References [4] [5] [6] studied the fractal composite reservoir under three kinds of outer boundary conditions (infinite boundary, constant pressure boundary and closed boundary) which consider the well-bore storage and the skin factor. Solutions of the reservoir pressure and bottom-hole pressure in Laplace space were obtained by using the Laplace transform. A similar structure of the solution was discovered by analyzing the percolation characteristics of fractal composite reservoir under three different kinds of outer boundary conditions. References [7, 8] obtained the similar structure of the solution of dimensionless reservoir pressure and dimensionless bottom-hole pressure of the composite reservoir under the three different kinds of outer boundary conditions (infinite boundary, constant pressure boundary and closed boundary). Furthermore, they made the theoretical graph and analyzed the impact of the well-bore storage and skin factor on dimensionless reservoir pressure and dimensionless bottom-hole pressure by using the numerical inversion. References [9] [10] [11] had studied the well test analysis models of the composite reservoirs, fractal composite reservoir and multi-bed composite reservoirs in which the well-bore storage effect and the skin effect are taken into consideration.
Based on the above researches, this paper studied the linear seepage flow model of composite reservoir which considers the well-bore storage and introduces the effective radius. By using Laplace transformation and introducing dimensionless variables, the linear seepage flow model is transformed into a boundary value problem of composite modified zero-order Bessel equation. Based on the theory of the similar structure of the solution of the boundary value problem of differential equation, this paper obtains solutions of dimensionless reservoir pressure and dimensionless bottom-hole pressure of composite reservoir in Laplace space. The study lays the foundation for studying the seepage flow of composite reservoir and supplements the study on composite reservoir.
II. THE LINEAR SEEPAGE FLOW MODEL WITH we r
OF COMPOSITE RESERVOIR Here we studied the linear seepage flow model of composite reservoir which the well-bore storage and the effective radius were taken into consideration. To formulate the percolation model, the main assumptions are as follows:
1) The single-phase micro compressible fluid obeys Darcy's law;
2) The reservoir has equal thickness, each direction is horizontal and has a same nature;
3) The capillary single-phase horizontal flow without gravity effect;
4) The well production quantity is constant; 5) There is no additional pressure drop existing on the interface between the two seepage regions;
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The linear seepage flow basic equations of composite reservoir which consider the well-bore storage and the effective radius are as follows.
Inter region:
Outer region:
Initial condition:
Inner boundary condition:
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Outer condition: 
IV. SOLVING THE LINEAR SEEPAGE FLOW MODEL OF COMPOSITE RESERVOIR Solutions of two regions of the BVP (7) which have the form of the product of continued fraction (the similar structure) are obtained as follows. 
where the similar kernel function of outer region is delimited as below:
, 
The similar kernel function of inter region is delimited as below. CONCLUSIONS Based on the reasoning mentioned above, the following conclusions can be drawn. 1) By using Laplace transformation and introducing dimensionless variables, the linear seepage flow model of composite reservoir is transformed into a BVP of composite zero-order modified Bessel equation. Solutions of dimensionless reservoir pressure and dimensionless bottom-hole pressure are obtained and they have similar structures. Base on the continued fractions Equations (8)- (10), we can directly analyze the effect of the well-bore storage and effective radius on the reservoir pressure and bottom hole pressure.
2) The linear seepage flow model of composite reservoir has the similar structure of solutions under three different outer boundary conditions. The difference is that similar kernel functions are different under three different outer boundary conditions.
